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21st September marked our six month anniversary. Xavier Wiggins, Cormac van der Hoeven,
and Craig Wellstead started us off with a trestle table and a signboard outside Morrisons
supermarket in Wimbledon with the aim of helping the vulnerable and isolated during
lockdown. Since then we have grown rapidly, joined by hundreds of AFC Wimbledon fans
and non-fans alike.
We are now permanent, and our aim is to support our local community across Merton,
Wandsworth, and Kingston, and to fight poverty and isolation, helping those who are
most in need.
To do so, we don’t stand still and always are listening to what our community tells us.
From next week we will be partnering with Merton Council to support primary school
children who benefit from free school meals but need to self-isolate due to Covid-19
requirements. Our drivers will deliver a hamper from the school to each child’s home. As
for our mentoring service, it is set to launch in October in partnership with South Thames
College to deliver a support system for young people.
This is just the beginning, and it all starts with you, your belief in the idea that when
we come together, we can achieve great things.

Jeremy and Nick
worked together at
McDonald's 24 years
ago, now reunited at
our Tesco stall.
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Our first six months
What we have achieved over the last six months has been phenomenal. I'm a big believer
in the saying that life begins at the edge of your comfort zone and this absolutely applies
to DLAG volunteers. The vast majority of us are doing things we have never done and
would never have imagined ourselves doing. I am immensely proud of each and every
volunteer and I am in awe of the work done by the many fantastic groups around us. The
food banks, the churches, the charities, schools and more. We are learning from legends
and with the generosity pumping through the veins of our communities we are building
foundations for a stronger and positive future.
We have much work to do but I know, deep down, that we will be more than equal to
the many challenges we are bound to face. Please keep giving your time, generosity and
hope.
—Xavier Wiggins

Dons Local Action Group in its ﬁrst 6 months

35,000+

weekly food parcels to
local households

800+

laptops and tablets to
children via local schools

87,500+

food boxes to local
organisations and charities

1500+

local residents
registered to volunteer

150+

furniture and appliances to
local residents

100+

aid agencies
working with us
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ATTRIBUTIONS: stories.freepik.com/people, /work, /social-media, /mind-map, /having-fun, /medicine

21 March–21 September

Volunteer celebration
We have grown at such a fast rate thanks
to our hundreds of remarkable volunteers.
Their help and stamina have been vital to
get our journey going. This group is special,
made up of a diverse group of people from
all walks of life.
It is still a work in progress, but we are
getting set up as an organisation primed to
stay here for the long term.
Our teams of volunteers:

The front line teams spreading DLAG energy among shoppers, recipients and
agencies. They are our volunteers at stalls, the drivers, the hotline & email and
the phone teams.
The operation teams managing food, furniture and mentoring services, our
hub and Keep Kids Connected
The volunteer support teams namely onboarding, buddy and leaver teams as
well as our store leaders
The backstage teams helping us to run as an established organisation looking
after safeguarding, finance, fundraising and marketing (including social media,
PR and graphic design teams)

“The Dons Local Action are
nothing short of amazing!
Practical, entrepreneurial and
inspirational. I love them.”
—Siobhain McDonagh
MP for Mitcham and Merton
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How we work today
The diagram below shows how supplies are collected and distributed to local residents,
charities, and other organisations.
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FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
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LAPTOPS & TABLETS

via our Keep Kids Connected campaign
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In the media
We were lucky to be published again in
our local press in the last few weeks. Have
a look at the most recent article from My
London News reminding us why we are
still here to help.

“It's not just that they deliver a food parcel, it's that
they're caring, genuinely caring, they're absolutely
wonderful.”
—John Howard, one of our recipients
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How to help Dons Local Action Group
We are now here to stay for the long term. However, as life is going back to a sense of
normality, some volunteers cannot help as often. Support us:
• Volunteer with us. Whether you can help once a month or a few times a week, it
would be a huge help. For stalls, our shifts have recently changed for some locations.
(e.g. New Malden and Sava Centre also have a 6–8pm shift)
Email us: DLAGvolunteer@afcwimbledonfoundation.org.uk for any questions or sign up
for a shift on our MyImpact portal if you are already with us.
• Donate a laptop or tablet less than 8 years old. Our I.T. specialists wipe all data,
refurbish your device and deliver it to a child. Visit our ‘Keep Kids Connected’ page on
our website to donate a device: donslocalaction.org/keep-kids-connected
• Donate to help us raise £10,000 to buy a van by early October for collections and
deliveries. The one we had on loan is no longer available. donslocalaction.org/donate
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Thank you all to have embarked with us
on this incredible journey!

In partnership with AFC Wimbledon Foundation, registered charity no. 1154198.

